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Abstract

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is an important public health problem. Although conventional medical imaging

techniques can detect moderate-to-severe injuries, they are relatively insensitive to mTBI. In this study, we used hybrid

diffusion imaging (HYDI) to detect white matter alterations in 19 patients with mTBI and 23 other trauma control patients.

Within 15 days (standard deviation = 10) of brain injury, all subjects underwent magnetic resonance HYDI and were

assessed with a battery of neuropsychological tests of sustained attention, memory, and executive function. Tract-based

spatial statistics (TBSS) was used for voxel-wise statistical analyses within the white matter skeleton to study between-

group differences in diffusion metrics, within-group correlations between diffusion metrics and clinical outcomes, and

between-group interaction effects. The advanced diffusion imaging techniques, including neurite orientation dispersion

and density imaging (NODDI) and q-space analyses, appeared to be more sensitive then classic diffusion tensor imaging.

Only NODDI-derived intra-axonal volume fraction (Vic) demonstrated significant group differences (i.e., 5–9% lower in

the injured brain). Within the mTBI group, Vic and a q-space measure, P0, correlated with 6 of 10 neuropsychological

tests, including measures of attention, memory, and executive function. In addition, the direction of correlations differed

significantly between groups (R2 > 0.71 and pinteration < 0.03). Specifically, in the control group, higher Vic and P0 were

associated with better performances on clinical assessments, whereas in the mTBI group, higher Vic and P0 were

associated with worse performances with correlation coefficients >0.83. In summary, the NODDI-derived axonal density

index and q-space measure for tissue restriction demonstrated superior sensitivity to white matter changes shortly after

mTBI. These techniques hold promise as a neuroimaging biomarker for mTBI.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an important public health

problem, with approximately 1.6 million injuries occurring

each year in the United States, the majority (*80%) of which are

categorized as ‘‘mild.’’1,2 Individuals with mild traumatic brain

injury (mTBI) typically experience symptoms such as headache,

difficulty thinking, memory problems, attention deficits, mood

swings, and frustration shortly after injury. These symptoms can

persist in 10–20% of those with mTBI.3,4 Further, people with

mTBI may be at higher risk for neurodegenerative diseases,5,6 fu-

ture TBI,7 and, in cases of repetitive injuries, chronic traumatic

encephalopathy.8,9 Interestingly, despite these sequelae, findings

from conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and com-

puted tomography exams are often normal. To date, diagnosis of

mTBI is made on clinical grounds, often based on self-report of

clinical symptoms, which is subjective. As yet, there is no neu-

roimaging biomarker of sufficient sensitivity and specificity to be

considered a valid and reliable indicator of mTBI.10,11

Diffuse axonal injury is generally believed to be the initial

neuropathology associated with mTBI.12–18 The inertia forces

subsequent to linear and rotational acceleration caused by TBIs

may initiate cellular and subcellular biochemistry reactions,12 such

as calcium dysregulation,13 thereby compromising cell membrane

permeability14,15 and leading to morphological changes in axonal

microstructures. In a study of a mouse model of closed TBI, injured
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axons underwent dramatic pathomorphological changes with initial

swelling and beading, followed by degeneration and apoptosis.16

Also shown in a fluid-percussion mouse model, such axonal injury

progresses over a period of 4–6 weeks and significantly correlates

with cognitive impairments.17 In a recent study of a mouse closed-

head mTBI model, mice lacking a key mediator of Wallerian de-

generation, the Sarm1 gene, exhibit attenuated axonal injury with

better functional outcomes.18

Despite evidence of axonal injury from animal models, trau-

matic axonal injury has been more difficult to detect in human

mTBI with neuroimaging. MRI-based methods, particularly dif-

fusion tensor imaging (DTI), may be more sensitive than conven-

tional imaging for detecting axonal injury.19–21 Among DTI

metrics, fractional anisotropy (FA) is the most studied in TBI and is

often used as an indicator of white matter ‘‘integrity.’’ Although

abnormal FA has been reported in patients with mTBI, its direction

of change and brain regions involved have varied,21–23 suggesting

that further studies of diffusion-weighted techniques are needed.

For example, several studies have reported reduced FA values in

mTBI,24–31 whereas others have reported increased FA values.32–38

Even when controlling for the population source, injury-to-imaging

interval, age of injury, sample size, publication date, acquisition

parameters, and analysis methods, bidirectional changes in FA are

reported in the literature.21,39 The lack of consensus across studies

suggests fundamental limitations of DTI for detecting specific

damage in mTBI.

Mathematically, FA is defined as the square root of the vari-

ance of the diffusion tensor eigenvalues divided by the square

root of the sum of the squares of the eigenvalues. That means, in

the model of cylindrical symmetry, that FA is driven by two

forces—axial diffusivity (AD; principal eigenvalue) and radial

diffusivity (RD; second and third eigenvalues that are perpen-

dicular to the axis of the fiber). Therefore, differences in FA could

be caused by changes in AD, RD, or both, making FA sensitive to

many types of brain pathology40,41 as well as susceptible to im-

aging noise,42,43 loss of specificity, and a lack of information

about the nature of the underlying pathology. In addition, there

are limitations in the assumptions underlying DTI. Although DTI

successfully describes water diffusion behavior at modest b-

values (e.g., 1000 s/mm2), many studies have demonstrated that

simple Gaussian diffusion models do not sufficiently describe

water diffusion in complex tissues, such as crossing fibers40,44–48

and mixtures of diffusion compartments.49–52 Thus, although

diffusion-weighted imaging should theoretically be a significant

advance in the detection and explication of the mechanisms of

injury in mTBI, conventional DTI approaches have not yet

reached this potential.

A novel diffusion MRI acquisition approach, hybrid diffusion

imaging (HYDI),53 comprises multiple diffusion-weighting shells

to distinguish diffusion compartments with different diffusivities

and multiple diffusion-weighting directions in each shell to capture

the directionalities of the compartments. HYDI data can be fit into

the recently developed diffusion model, neurite orientation dis-

persion and density imaging (NODDI), to extract diffusion metrics

that may be more biologically specific and unbiased by crossing

fibers.54–57 Under the NODDI framework, whereas the fiber fan-

ning/crossing is explained by an orientation dispersion index, the

volume fraction of the intra-axonal compartment describes axonal

density.54 In recent studies, the axonal density index computed by

the NODDI model is almost identical to values obtained from

electron microscopy (EM) of ex vivo mouse brains and is in good

agreement with the previously reported fiber density of the human

brain obtained using EM.58 In a study of human post-mortem spinal

cord with multiple sclerosis (MS), the NODDI axonal density index

demonstrated significant sensitivity to the histologically derived

density of neuronal element (i.e., neurofilaments staining frac-

tion).59 NODDI has been demonstrated to be more sensitive than

classic DTI in long-term effects of sports-related concussion.60

Therefore, for mTBI characterized by diffuse axonal injury, the

NODDI-derived metrics are highly relevant and may be valuable

neuroimaging biomarkers.

Alternatively, changes of white matter microscopic morphology

may be studied by a nonparametric analysis, q-space imaging. The

q-space approach estimates the water diffusion function, the

probability density function, also called mean apparent propaga-

tor61 or ensemble average propagator.62,63 The zero displacement

probability, P0, is the return to origin probability and presents the

probability of those water molecules having no net diffusion within

a diffusion time. P0 is often interpreted as a measure of restricted

diffusion and cellularity.53,61,64 In animal studies of dysmyelina-

tion, P0 was found to be highly sensitive to myelination and brain

maturation,65,66 consistent with other studies of P0 in demyelination

of the human brain with MS.67,68

In this study, we used a five-shell HYDI to sample full q-space

diffusion signals. The HYDI data are versatile and were analyzed

using DTI, multi-compartmental NODDI modeling, and a non-

parametric q-space approach.55,65,69,70 Seven diffusion metrics

computed from the HYDI data were studied voxelwise within a

common white matter skeleton with tract-based spatial statistics

(TBSS). Diffusion metrics were compared between cohorts and

correlated with cognitive function tests.

Methods

Participants

A total of 42 patients were recruited from the emergency
department of the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (Le-
banon, NH), a level 1 trauma center. The mTBI group included
19 patients (11 females, 8 males) with recent autopedestrian
accidents. Cases of moderate-to-severe TBI with positive clin-
ical imaging findings (e.g., significant impact-site lesions and
hemorrhage) were excluded from this study. In addition, an
‘‘other injury’’ control group consisting of 23 trauma control
patients (11 females, 12 males) was also studied. Inclusion cri-
teria for the mTBI group followed the guidelines of the Ameri-
can Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine,71 including an
alteration in level of consciousness subsequent to a force acting
on the head, a Glasgow Coma Score of 13–15, loss of con-
sciousness <30 min, and post-traumatic amnesia <24 h. For the
trauma control group, individuals with orthopedic injuries, but
without injury involving the head, were screened for recruit-
ment. Participants were excluded if they had a history of pre-
vious TBI, a history of other neurological disorders, significant
systemic medical illness, a current substance-use disorder, and
current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
4th Edition (DSM-IV) Axis I psychiatric illness based on
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM interview.72 All partici-
pants provided informed consent approved by the guidelines of
the institutional review board at Geisel School of Medicine at
Dartmouth College (Lebanon, NH).

Neuropsychological assessment

Clinical assessments included a full battery of neuropsycholo-
gical measures similar to our previous publications.10,73,74 The
battery assessed the level of estimated intellectual function (Wide
Range Achievement Test, 4th edition; WRAT4), sustained
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attention (Gordon Continuous Performance Test (CPT) for dis-
tractibility and vigilance), memory (California Verbal Learning
Test [CVLT] II), and executive function (Delis–Kaplan Executive
Function System; DKEFS). Measures of mood included the Beck
Depression Inventory75 and State-Trait Anxiety Index.76 In addi-
tion, we used Rivermead Post-Concussion Questionnaire (RPQ) to
determine the presence and severity of post-concussion syndrome
(PCS). RPQ scores included RPQ-3 (i.e., the sum of the first three
items), RPQ-13 (i.e., the sum of the items 4–16), and RPQ-TOT
(i.e., the sum of all items). Clinical assessments were performed on
the same day of the imaging study. Details of the 10 neu-
ropsychological measures and two mood measures and their ab-
breviations are listed in Table 1. Neuropsychological measures
were compared between groups and were also correlated with the
diffusion metrics across the whole brain white matter skeleton.

Imaging protocol

All participants underwent MRI studies within 1 month of in-
jury: 15 – 10 days for mTBI patients and 31 – 20 days for trauma
control patients (Table 1). Anatomical imaging included conven-

tional whole-brain T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and T2-weighted
fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) imaging. These ana-
tomical images were read by board-certified neuroradiologists to
detect abnormal findings. HYDI was performed on a 3.0-T Philips
Achieva TX scanner with an eight-channel head coil and sensitivity
encoding parallel imaging (R = 2). Similar to a previous work,53 the
HYDI encoding scheme contained one zero diffusion-weighting
(b-value = 0 s/mm2, b0) and five concentric diffusion-weighting
shells (b-values = 250, 1000, 2250, 4000, and 6250 s/mm2). A total
of 142 diffusion-weighting gradient directions (6, 21, 24, 30, and
61 in each shell) were encoded. The diffusion-weighted pulse
sequence was a single-shot, spin-echo, echo-planar imaging. MRI
parameters used were as follows: repetition time = 3.59 ses, echo
time = 114.24 ms, field of view = 224 · 224 mm, matrix = 128 · 128,
voxel size = 1.75 · 1.75 mm2, 40 slices with slice thickness = 3 mm,
and a total scan time of 24 min. If using a simultaneous multi-slice
technique (also called multi-band)77 as in our other studies,78 the
scan time could reduce to approximately 7 min. Diffusion parame-
ters comprised a maximum b-value of 6250 s/mm2, a diffusion gra-
dient duration d of 46 ms, and a diffusion gradient separation D
of 58.4 ms.

Table 1. Subject Demographics and Neuropsychological Measures

Trauma control Mild TBI
PaMean – sd Mean – sd

Demographics
Age (year) 35.6 – 14.1 (n = 23) 35 – 12 (n = 19) 0.884
Education (year) 15 – 3 (n = 23) 16 – 2 (n = 19) 0.222
Injury-to-imaging interval (day) 31 – 20 (n = 23) 15 – 10 (n = 19) 0.003*
Estimated verbal intellectual ability (WRAT4 reading score) 98 – 8 (n = 23) 105 – 6 (n = 19) 0.011*

Neuropsychological measures
Attention (CPT)

DISRT (ms) 369 – 43 (n = 18) 405 – 50 (n = 18) 0.022*
VIGRT (ms) 402 – 72 (n = 20) 405 – 54 (n = 18) 0.648

Memory
CVLT 53 – 12 (n = 23) 53 – 11 (n = 19) 0.708
SD (number of words recalled) 11 – 3 (n = 23) 12 – 3 (n = 19) 0.827
LD (number of words recalled) 12 – 3 (n = 23) 12 – 3 (n = 19) 0.957

Executive function
DKEFS1 (s) 19.3 – 3.7 (n = 23) 18.7 – 3.8 (n = 19) 0.895
DKEFS2 (s) 24 – 5 (n = 20) 27 – 6 (n = 19) 0.073
DKEFS3 (s) 26 – 6 (n = 21) 26 – 7 (n = 19) 0.371
DKEFS4 (s) 60 – 16 (n = 21) 59 – 15 (n = 18) 0.720
DKEFS5 (s) 21 – 5 (n = 21) 21 – 5 (n = 19) 0.894

Mood
Beck score 2 – 2 (n = 21) 3 – 3 (n = 16) 0.053
ANXTR score 26 – 6 (n = 23) 26 – 5 (n = 16) 0.817

Post-concussion symptoms
RPQ-3 0.39 – 0.84 (n = 23) 3.05 – 3.10 (n = 17) <0.001*
RPQ-13 0.83 – 1.67 (n = 23) 9.33 – 11.34 (n = 17) 0.001*
RPQ-TOT 0.43 – 1.34 (n = 23) 10.44 – 13.73 (n = 17) 0.001*

aTwo-tailed Student’s t-test excluding outliers outside 1.5 IQR and adjusted for estimated verbal intellectual ability (WRAT4 Reading Standard Score).
*Bold numbers denote p < 0.05 significant level.
IQR, interquartile range; n, sample size excluding outliers; sd, standard deviation; TBI, traumatic brain injury; WRAT4, Wide Range Achievement

Test 4th edition, reading subtest; CPT, Continuous Performance Test; DISRT: Distractibility trial, CPT, reaction time (in milliseconds); VIGRT,
Vigilance trial, CPT, reaction time (in milliseconds); CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test, second edition, total words recalled trials 1 to 5; SD,
number of words recalled on CVLT-II short-delay free recall; LD, number of words recalled on CVLT-II long-delay free recall; DKEFS, Delis–Kaplan
Executive Function System, Trail Making Test; DKEFS1, visual scanning trial of Trail Making Test, seconds to complete task; DKEFS2, number
sequencing trial of Trail Making Test, seconds to complete task; DKEFS3, letter sequencing trial of Trail Making Test, seconds to complete task;
DKEFS4, number letter switching trial of Trail Making Test, seconds to complete task; DKEFS5, motor speed trial of Trail Making Test, seconds to
complete task; Beck, Beck Depression Inventory, second edition (BDI-II), total score out of 63; ANXTR: Trait Anxiety score, total score range 20 to 80;
RPQ-3, Rivermead post-concussion questionnaire, the sum of the first three items; RPQ-13, Rivermead post-concussion questionnaire, the sum of the
items 4 to 16; RPQ-TOT, Rivermead post-concussion questionnaire, the sum of all items.
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FIG. 1. Skeletonized Johns Hopkins University ( JHU) white matter atlas and their acronyms. (A) Skeletonized JHU white matter atlas
are overlaid on the mean fractional anisotropy (FA) map of the 42 subjects in the standard MNI space. Skeletonization was performed by
intersecting the original JHU atlas provided in FSL with the study-specific white matter skeleton of the 42 subjects. (B) A list of
acronyms for the 48 JHU atlas with matched colors in (A). MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; ROI, region of interest.
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Image processing

Image processing included an initial pre-processing and diffu-
sion metrics computation. The diffusion-weighted images were
first denoised using a local principle component analysis (LPCA)
approach provided in the toolbox developed by Manjon and col-
leagues.79 With the b0 images as reference, the diffusion-weighted
images were then corrected for motion, eddy current artifacts, and
geometrical distortion using the eddy command provided in the
FMRIB Software Library (FSL).80 Using an in-house MATLAB
script (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA), the transformation
matrices output from the eddy command were used to rotate the
corresponding diffusion-weighting directions to match the rotation
of the brain image during the motion correction process. After
image pre-processing, seven diffusion metrics were computed from
the HYDI data set. Diffusion metrics of DTI were computed sim-
ilarly to a previous work81 from the inner two shells of the HYDI
data using the FSL dtifit command and included FA, AD, RD, and
mean diffusivity (MD). NODDI metrics included the axonal den-
sity metric (intra-axonal volume fraction; Vic) and orientation
dispersion (OD) index, which were computed according to the
three-compartment model described in previous works54, 82 using a
MATLAB toolbox provided in https://www.nitrc.org/projects/
noddi_toolbox/. The HYDI q-space analysis used in-house MA-
TLAB scripts (The MathWorks, Inc.)69 to produce a diffusion
metric, zero displacement probability (P0), which describes re-
stricted diffusion.53,64 The restricted diffusion index, P0, may infer

cellularity of the tissue.61,83 Maps of the diffusion metrics were
nonlinearly transformed to standard Montreal Neurological In-
stitute (MNI) space using Advanced Neuroimaging Tools (ANTs)
registration.84

Tract-based spatial statistics analysis

To minimize partial volume effects in finite imaging resolution,
in the standard MNI space, a common whole-brain while matter
skeleton was extracted using the FSL toolbox, TBSS.85 The
white matter skeleton included only voxels in the center of white
matter tracts and excluded edge voxels, which may be contam-
inated with signals from the nearby anatomy. Within the white
matter skeleton, nonparametric permutation-based statistics
utilized in TBSS (i.e., the randomise command) was used for
voxel-wise statistical analyses in which general linear models
controlling for participants’ sex, age, and intellectual ability
(i.e., WRAT4) were tested. A threshold-free cluster enhance-
ment86 and 5000 permutations to obtain a corrected p value87

were utilized in this study. White matter voxels were deemed
significant as a corrected p value <0.05 after being adjusted for
multiple comparisons by controlling family-wise error rate.
Using TBSS, we tested: 1) between-group differences in the dif-
fusion metrics; 2) within-group correlations between the diffusion
metrics and neuropsychological measures to explore how sensitive
the diffusion metrics are to each neuropsychological outcome; and 3)

FIG. 2. Maps of averaged diffusion metrics of the 42 subjects in the MNI standard space. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) metrics include
fractional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), and mean diffusivity (MD). Neurite orientation dispersion and
density imaging (NODDI) metrics include axonal density (Vic) and orientation dispersion (OD). The q-space imaging metric is the zero
displacement probability (P0) describing the tissue restriction. The gray scale is 0 to 3*10–6 mm2/s for the diffusivities and is 0 to 1 for FA,
Vic, OD, and P0. High intensity in the FA and OD maps indicates high tissue coherence and low dispersion and vice versa. AD and RD
have high white matter contrast only in compact fiber tracts with known single-fiber bundles, such as the corpus callosum and the internal
capsule. The P0 map shows higher intensity in more restricted areas (i.e., white matter), as expected. White matter also has a higher
intensity than gray matter in the Vic map, indicating higher axonal density. MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.
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how mTBI moderates the correlations, that is, the interaction of the
group membership and the relationship between the neuropsycho-
logical measures and diffusion metrics in general linear regression
analyses.

Post-hoc region-of-interest analysis

To produce aggregate results at the subject level, post-hoc
region-of-interest (ROI) analyses were performed. For each
subject, the mean of each diffusion metric was computed in an
ROI comprising white matter voxels that were tested significant
in TBSS. For between-group differences, a box plot was used
with subjects’ means plotted according to their group member-
ship. For within-group correlations, a scatter plot was used with
subjects’ means plotted against their neuropsychological out-
come measures. Further, post-hoc regression analyses allow us to
retrieve correlation coefficients (q) at the ROI level. In addition,
to compare across the diffusion metrics, the total numbers of
voxels that were significant in the TBSS regression analysis of
within-group correlations and group interactions were summa-
rized in a matrix format for each diffusion-neuropsychological
pair. The anatomical interpretation of ROI was based on the
Johns Hopkins University ( JHU) white matter atlas provided in

FSL88 after skeletonization (Fig. 1). In particular, the TBSS-
significant ROIs were intersected with the JHU 48 white matter
labels and the voxels counts were summarized in a color-coded
matrix.

Statistical analysis

Outliers in the neuropsychological measures were detected and
excluded if outside the median –1.5 interquartile range (IQR). For
between-group comparisons, neuropsychological outcome mea-
sures were analyzed with a two-tailed Student’s t-test using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version 24; SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, IL). Between-group differences in diffusion metrics,
within-group correlation, and interaction effects of mTBI were
analyzed by regression analyses of general linear models control-
ling for participants’ sex, age, and estimated intellectual ability
(i.e., WRAT4).

Results

Clinical and neuropsychological assessments

Clinical reading of the conventional T1-weighted, T2-

weighted, and FLAIR images were normal and without

FIG. 3. Results of between-group differences in axonal density, Vic. (A) Significant maps of tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) using
a general linear model. Green voxels denote white matter skeleton where the statistical test was performed. Light blue denotes voxels
having significant differences in Vic between groups at p < 0.05 adjusted for multiple comparisons using family-wise error rate (FWER).
The dark blue is background enhancement for illustration purposes. Three separated significant clusters can be appreciated on the maps.
(B) Results of the post-hoc analyses on the means of Vic in the three clusters using two-tailed Student’s t-test with Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). Black dots denote the mean Vic for each subject in the trauma control group, and red
triangles denote the mean Vic for each subject in the mTBI group. Consistently across the three clusters, the mTBI group demonstrated
significantly decreased axonal density at p < 0.05. (C) The table lists the size, minimum p, and anatomical distribution of the three
clusters. Anatomical labeling was performed by intersecting the clusters with the Johns Hopkins University ( JHU) 48 skeletonized white
matter atlas shown in Figure 1. mTBI, mild traumatic brain injury.
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hemorrhage or incidental findings in all but 9 participants. Four

mTBI patients and 5 trauma controls had nonspecific hyperintense

foci in T2-weighted and FLAIR images with otherwise normal

white matter. Further, there were no positive findings in CT ex-

aminations for all participants. Age distribution and length of

education were similar in both groups (Table 1). Individuals with

mTBI had a slightly higher verbal intellectual score (WRAT4)

than trauma controls; thus, WRAT4 scores were included as a

covariate in related statistical tests. None of the neuropsycholo-

gical and mood measure results differed between groups, except

for the distractibility condition of the CPT and RPQ. Distract-

ibility reaction time (DISRT) and severity of PCSs (RPQ-3, RPQ-

13, and RPQ-TOT) were significantly higher (worse) in individ-

uals with mTBI (Table 1). Although the injury-to-imaging inter-

val had a relatively large standard deviation (sd; sd = 10 days vs. a

mean of 15 days; Table 1), there were no correlations between

diffusion metrics and injury-to-imaging interval in a separated

analysis using a general linear model.

Between-group differences in the diffusion metrics

Averaged maps of FA, AD, RD, MD, Vic, OD, and P0 across all

subjects are shown in Figure 2. Among the seven diffusion metrics

tested by TBSS, only Vic differed significantly between groups

(Fig. 3A). As shown in the bar plots of the post-hoc ROI analyses

(Fig. 3B), individuals with mTBI exhibited lower Vic. The amount of

difference was approximately 5–9% of the Vic mean value in trauma

controls. These significant results (corrected p < 0.05) were detected

in three major clusters of white matter voxels with a minimum p of

0.041 and a size ‡860 mm3 (Fig. 3C). Affected white matter tracts

were located predominantly in the corpus callosum and its projec-

tions, including the anterior and superior corona radiata.

FIG. 4. TBSS maps of significant correlations between axonal density, Vic, and Number Letter Switching from the DKEFS Trail
Making Test (DKEFS4). In the mild TBI group, a wide spread of white-matter voxels had significant correlations. The mid-brain and
posterior part of the brain, however, seemed to be spared. The total number (i.e., *5*104) of significant voxels in this map is reported in
Figure 3A for the Vic-DKEFS4 pair. The scatter plot of each subject’s DKEFS4 score and the averaged Vic over the significant voxels
are shown in Figure 3B (bottom middle panel). In addition, anatomical distributions of significant voxels in this map are reported in
Figure 3C (row DKEFS4). TBSS, tract-based spatial statistics.

‰

FIG. 5. Results of the within-group correlations for participants with mild TBI. (A) The color-coded matrix summarizes the total number
of white matter voxels having significant correlations between the seven diffusion metrics (horizontal) and 10 neuropsychological measures
(vertical) in the TBSS analyses. An example TBSS analysis of Vic-DKEFS4 is shown in Figure 2. The cold colors indicate negative
correlations, whereas the warm colors indicate positive correlations. (B) Results of post-hoc regression analyses between Vic and the six
neuropsychological measures that had significant TBSS results in (A). Each red triangle denotes 1 individual’s neuropsychological score
and mean Vic over the significant voxels. The correlation coefficient and significance of the regression lines are reported in q and p. (C)
Anatomical distributions of significant white matter voxels in the TBSS analyses of correlations between Vic and the 10 neuropsychological
measures. The horizontal axis denotes the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) white matter labels in Figure 1 with the length of the interval
reflecting its three-dimensional size (in cubic root) in the atlas. The color denotes the percentage (%) of voxels in the labeled white-mater
tract with significant correlations. TBI, traumatic brain injury; TBSS, tract-based spatial statistics.
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Relationship of diffusion metrics to cognitive function:
Within-group correlations

Only Vic, P0, FA, and RD had significant correlations with neu-

ropsychological measures in mTBI subjects. An example of TBSS

analysis on within-group correlations between diffusion metrics and

neuropsychological measures is shown in Figure 4 for Vic and

Number-Letter Switching (DKEFS4), a measure of executive func-

tion. Within the group of mTBI, Vic and DKEFS4 had a wide spread

of white matter voxels (approximately 5 · 104) that were positively

correlated (corrected p < 0.05). For all of the 70 diffusion-

neuropsychological pairs, the extent of the correlation expressed as

the number of total significant voxels is summarized in Figure 5A.

Vic correlated with 6 of 10 neuropsychological measures in-

cluding vigilance attention (VIGRT), memory recall measures (SD

and LD), and measures of executive function (DKEFS 3–5;

Fig. 5A). As Vic increased, performance decreased; that is, the

number of words recalled on short and long delay (SD and LD)

decreased, and increases were observed in the reaction time of

vigilance tasks (VIGRT) and the time to complete in letter se-

quencing (DKEFS3), number letter switching (DKEFS4), and

motor speed tasks (DKEFS5). Extent of the correlation ranged from

approximately 2 to 5 · 104 voxels for the positive correlations

(warm colors in Fig. 5A) and slightly lower, 0.5 to 1 · 104 voxels,

for the negative correlations (cool colors in Fig. 5A). The second-

most sensitive diffusion metric was P0, which correlated with the

same neuropsychological outcomes, except DKEFS3, and showed

the same trends (Fig. 5A). For all the six Vic-neuropsychological

pairs with significant findings in TBSS, the collective correlation

coefficients were between 0.83 and 0.87 (Fig. 5B). P0 had similar

regression results (not shown here).

Anatomical distributions of white matter having significant cor-

relations in Vic-neuropsychological pairs are summarized in the color-

coded matrix shown in Figure 5C. The horizontal axis of the matrix

denotes the JHU white matter label with the length of the interval

reflecting its three-dimensional size in the atlas, and the color denotes

the percentage of voxels in the labeled white mater tract with sig-

nificant correlations. For the correlations with vigilance attention

(VIGRT) and sustained memory (SD and LD), significant white

matter involved three distinct white matter systems: interhemispheric

fibers, longitudinal pyramidal tracts, and the limbic system. The in-

terhemispheric fibers focused on the body of the corpus callosum; the

involved pyramidal tracts included the external capsules, internal

capsules, and their cortical projecting fibers; and the involved limbic

system structures included the stria terminalis and uncinate fasciculus.

Compared to attention and memory, the correlation between Vic and

the executive functions (mainly DKEFS 3–5) was wider spread in

white matter (Fig. 5C, bottom rows), except for the midbrain.

Relationship of diffusion metrics to cognitive function:
Between-group interactions

The interaction effect of mTBI on the correlations is summarized

in Figure 6, where significant findings describe significant group

differences in the correlations between the diffusion metrics and

neuropsychological measures. Five Vic-neuropsychological pairs

had significant between-group interactions in their correlations

(Fig. 6A, fifth column). As shown in Figure 6B, for the memory tests

(CVLT, SD, and LD), the direction of the correlations changed from

a positive correlation in the trauma controls to a negative correlation

in persons with mTBI. Similar results were observed for the exec-

utive function tests (DKEFS3 and 4), but the direction of change

reversed. Goodness of fit for the interaction linear model ranged from

70% to 76% as indicated by the coefficient of determination (R2)

with a significance of pinteraction < 0.05 for the moderator term in the

model. Anatomical distributions of significant between-group in-

teractions for Vic are summarized in the color-coded matrix in

Figure 6C. Similar to the within-group correlations, white matter

tracts having significant interaction effects were found in the corpus

callosum, internal capsule and corona radiata, and limbic system

(stria terminalis and uncinate fasciculus).

Discussion

In this study, HYDI53 was used to extract seven diffusion metrics

computed from the DTI model, NODDI model, and the q-space

imaging analysis. NODDI-derived Vic, a potential proxy for in vivo

axonal density measurements, and the q-space tissue restriction

(P0) index were consistently the most sensitive diffusion metrics for

the between-group comparisons (only Vic), within-group correla-

tions, and group interaction effects. Specifically, Vic was lower in

the white matter of patients with mTBI. The decreased density of

axons may be explained by previous observations of axonal

beading followed by apoptosis in infant mice shortly after closed

TBI.16 Interestingly, the decrease of Vic shortly after mTBI was in

contrast to a previous study of Vic on long-term effects (9–120

months after last concussion) of sports-related concussion, where

increased Vic was found in 31 concussed athletes from seven varsity

sport teams.60 The differences suggest biomechanical forces and

(injury-to-imaging) time may play an important role on the tra-

jectory of brain recovery.

Within the mTBI group, Vic and P0 were associated with a

majority of the neuropsychological outcome measures (Fig. 5A),

but not the other trauma controls (Supplementary Fig. S1). (see

online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com)

Consistent with previous animal studies,17,18 these results

suggest that measures of axonal density are related to cognitive

‰

FIG. 6. Results of between-group interaction effects suggesting mild TBI as a moderator in the relationships between the diffusion
metrics and neuropsychological outcome measures. (A) The color-coded matrix summarizes the total number of white matter voxels
having significant interaction effects in the TBSS analyses. The cold colors indicate the correlation coefficient (q) is lower in the mild
TBI group compared to the control group, whereas the warm colors indicate the opposite. (B) Results of post-hoc regression analyses for
the five Vic-neuropsychological pairs that had significant TBSS results in (A). Each black dot denotes 1 individual in the trauma control
group, and the red triangle denotes an individual in the mild TBI group. The coefficient of determination for the interaction model (R2)
and the significance of the moderator variable ( pint) in the interaction model are reported in the subpanels. The interaction model was a
general linear model with an interaction between the group membership (as moderator variable) and diffusion metrics: neuropsycho-
logical_outcome = b0 + b1$group + b2$diffusion_metric + b3$group$diffusion_metric + covariates + error. (C) Anatomical distributions
of white matter voxels with significant between-group interactions in the TBSS analyses of Vic-neuropsychological measures. The
horizontal axis denotes the Johns Hopkins University ( JHU) white matter labels in Figure 1 with the length of the interval reflecting its
three-dimensional size (in cubic root) in the atlas. The color denotes the percentage (%) of voxels in the labeled white mater tract with
significant interaction effects. mTBI, mild traumatic brain injury; TBSS, tract-based spatial statistics.
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functioning. The relationship of axonal density to cognitive per-

formance in mTBI patients (higher density associated with worse

performance) was found to be opposite that observed in the other

trauma control group, where higher axonal density was associated

with better neuropsychological performance (Fig. 6B). A similar

relationship was found with P0. P0 is the return to origin proba-

bility defined in the model-free q-space imaging theory89 and is

often interpreted as a measure of restricted diffusion and cellu-

larity.53,61,83 Under circumstances in which axons dominate the

packing density, P0 may highly correlate with, and serve as, an

indirect marker of axonal density. Similarly, we detected that

individuals with lower tissue restriction in their white matter

exhibited better cognitive performance post-mTBI. Potential un-

derlying mechanisms for this finding may include a physical

buffering effect inherent in the larger interstitial space attributed

to lower axonal density or packing density. It is possible that

larger interstitial spaces may cushion axons from biomechanical

insults by absorbing and dissipating propagating energy. Alter-

natively, lower axonal density is likely to be associated with

higher ratio of neurosupportive cells, such as astrocytes. Con-

verging evidence suggests that astrocytes regulate and restrict

inflammation, and help preserve brain function post-TBI.90 These

observations of potential shielding/protecting effects of lower

axonal density from TBIs call for further research, such as a

carefully designed prospective study with MRI scans at baseline

and after TBIs.

Spatial organization of axons remained stable, albeit with a

decrease in density, post-mTBI. Axonal orientation dispersion (i.e.,

OD) in the NODDI model did not differ significantly between

groups or correlate with any neuropsychological measures. This

finding is somewhat supported by FA of the DTI model, in which

significances were weak or nonexistent across the three-stage sta-

tistical tests. Both OD and FA represent the structural organization

of white matter. The differences lie in that the DTI model does not

account for differences between intra- and extra-axonal diffusion,

whereas OD is modeled directly for axons.54 Nevertheless, previ-

ous studies using FA and cognitive functions reported similar

negative TBSS or ROI results in 15 college athletes concussed

within 30 (–2) days,91 23 emergency room patients injured within

17 (–7.2) days,92 and 61 level 1 trauma center patients injured

within 47 (–6.5) days.93 However, it is possible that these studies,

including ours, were underpowered to detect a small effect size of

FA in mTBI.

The aim of this study was to find common white matter regions

that are susceptible to mTBI regardless of heterogeneity of the

injury. Anatomical distribution of affected white matter focuses on

major and long fiber tracts, including the corpus callosum, pyra-

midal tracts, and the anterior and superior corona radiata, con-

sistent with other human TBI studies suggesting that these white

matter regions are vulnerable to biomechanical injury.21,39,94 To

control for injury heterogeneity arising from impact directionality

and magnitude of the forces, one may consider individualized

analyses by testing the diffusion maps of the injured individual

against a template established from a group of control subjects. As

a preliminary study to investigate the sensitivity of advanced

diffusion metrics, multiple comparisons were not performed

across the seven diffusion metrics and 10 neuropsychological

measures attributed to potential dependence within the diffusion

metrics and neuropsychological measures. Alternatively, a prin-

ciple component analysis may be performed to reduce the di-

mensionality of tested variables before multiple comparison

adjustments.

The results of this study provide a snapshot of white matter

alterations shortly after mTBI, but are limited to a cross-sectional

study design with a finite sample size. The white matter alterations

were interpreted as differences between the mTBI and control

groups rather than between the baseline (i.e., before brain injury)

and after brain injuries, which could be better characterized by a

prospective study design. In addition, a longitudinal study design

with multiple follow-up time points could better describe the dy-

namic changes in white matter microstructures during brain re-

covery in the acute, subacute, and chronic phases post-mTBI.

Similar to all diffusion models, the NODDI model has limita-

tions. A frequently discussed point is that NODDI uses rigid-stick

geometry to represent healthy axons with a Watson distribution to

describe their orientations.54 The rigid-stick model imposes

strong constraints with fixed intra-axonal diffusivities and a tor-

tuosity model for extra-axonal diffusion.95 Alternative options

may be to model the axons using white matter track integrity

based on diffusion kurtosis imaging96 with ‘‘flexible’’ sticks that

yield estimates of intra-axonal diffusivities or to model the axons

based on composite hindered and restricted model of diffusion97

without linking intra- and extra-axonal diffusivities. In these

cases, however, different sets of diffusion constraints or many

more diffusion encoding directions are required. Another con-

sideration is that the suggested initial condition in the NODDI

fitting (i.e., the intra-axonal longitudinal diffusivity)54 may not

apply to pathological conditions; hence, it may over- or under-

estimate the underlying axonal density.98 As suggested in a pre-

vious work,98 one may perturb the initial conditions to optimize

the results, which was not performed in this study because no

differences in axial/longitudinal diffusivity in DTI were found

between groups.

Despite the limitations, NODDI provides a clinically feasible

approach with robust nonlinear data fitting to probe axonal density

in vivo. NODDI findings have been correlated with a tau pathol-

ogy model of Alzheimer’s disease,99 applied in in vivo human

studies of normal aging,55 classic galactosemia,100 neonatal en-

cephalopathy,101 white matter development in the newborn,102

and MS103 and has yielded valuable and biologically specific

microstructural information about neurological disorders of the

human brain.

In summary, the NODDI-derived axonal density index and q-

space measure for tissue restriction demonstrated superior sensi-

tivity to white matter changes shortly after mTBI over classic DTI.

Alterations of axonal density and tissue restriction correlated with

cognitive function, and the direction of the correlations was mod-

erated by mTBI. Further, long-range white matter tracts appeared to

be more vulnerable.
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